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references, and works to synthesize
ideas.
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what research can look like, and final
documentation.
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book live onwards.
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DEAR READER:
Much of this research process has been self-reflective, learning or re-learning, embracing and pushing back on my own intuitive ways of thinking. And
it has looked like many activities: reading policy papers, writing short fictions, sketching, scribbling notes, making in three dimensions. This book
encapsulates a multitude of those processes. For me, it is a way to engage in my own multifaceted learning and explore what design research
can look like. For you, as a set of varied and diverse readers, I hope you’ll
feel the freedom to pick and choose what interests and excites you. I have
been navigating complex problems in this work and recognize that part of
tackling these issues is doing so with a diverse community. So designers
and non-designers, academics and creatives and quiet observers, visual and
written learners, join me.
This book is not produced independent of time and space. It records a
process and a design practice developed during a global pandemic, a year
of reckoning around racism and inequality in this country, as well as the absolute fragility of American democracy. As the navigator of this work, I have
explored migration, climate change, public libraries, all while constrained
largely by the physical boundaries of my small apartment in Providence, RI.
Consider this, therefore, both a record and an experiment of this moment.
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ABSTRACT
Stressors like climate change will put strain on our
communities, making them more vulnerable. I am asserting and expanding the role of the public library as a
civic space for radical care and community resilience.
This work explores the ways in which the public library, as an existing institution, could adapt to the
needs of its changing environment and community. Interventions are visualized by a librarian’s jumpsuit
and library apron, an adapted library book cart, public
signage, and a re-imagined library card.
I imagine a public library that pushes the bounds
of its physical building and actively and compassionately serves residents in and across spaces. Sited in
Providence, RI, this work explores Providence’s climate
change future and the public library’s role in building
more resilient community in uncertainty.
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PILLARS

A collection of core terms that this body of
work rests upon. At its broadest, the
following work comes back to these pillars.
INSTABILITY/UNSTABLE

ADAPT/ADAPTATION

1

2

1
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"unstable, adj.". OED Online.
March 2021. Oxford University Press. https://0-www-oed-com.
librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/218303?rskey=r66hqc&result=1
(accessed April 24, 2021).

2

"adapt, v.". OED Online. March 2021.
Oxford University Press. https://0www-oed-com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/
Entry/2110?rskey=g8jnX6&result=2&isAdvanced=false (accessed April 24,
2021).

CIVIC

CARE

4

3

5

4

3

"civic, adj.". OED Online. March
2021. Oxford University Press.
https://0-www-oed-com.librarycat.
risd.edu/view/Entry/33569?rskey=LDXaza&result=1&isAdvanced=false (accessed April 24, 2021).

5

"care, n.1". OED Online. March 2021.
Oxford University Press. https://0www-oed-com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/
Entry/27899?rskey=RdddIz&result=1
(accessed April 24, 2021).
"care, v.". OED Online. March 2021.
Oxford University Press. https://0www-oed-com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/
Entry/27902?rskey=RdddIz&result=4&isAdvanced=false (accessed April 24,
2021).
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Part 1:

INSTABILITY +
THE CIVIC
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CLIMATE CHANGE AS SOCIAL STRESSOR

PART 1
20

I had never really considered
climate-induced migration before. Climate change, yes. And
migration, for sure, as a former international relations
student and the daughter of
immigrants. But those issues
together, migration and displacement brought on by climate change, I had not spent
time with — in my position of
privilege, as a white American, living in New England,
educated and middle class.
That changed when I encountered an article by Abrahm
Lustgarten for The New York
Times and ProPublica, titled
"How Climate Migration Will
Reshape America." When read
online, the text is prefaced
by a photo that spans the full
screen: a hillside on fire,
glowing orange, homes in front
waiting to be engulfed. The
image — bold and provocative
and heart-breaking — documents
a scene from the Ranch 2 Fire
in Azusa, California in 2020.
That article connected for me
climate change with migration
with its impacts on the US.1
In New England, we have
largely
experienced
climate-related disasters from
afar through the news media,
watching as natural disasters hit other parts of the

country:
Hurricane
Katrina
and Maria and Dorian and Harvey; the Camp Fire and Ranch 2
Fire, among others on the West
Coast; persistent tornadoes,
flooding, and drought.
For so many privileged to
have never been displaced by
climate change, the "objectification of the climate migrant"2 provides distance from
the problem. We have all seen
these images and been told
these stories of people from
other lands, other continents,
who look and speak and live
differently than us. They are
the climate migrants, not us.3
But this is a dangerous argument, and one too frequently
made in the US in the past
few years. Us versus them. US
versus them. Beyond being dangerous, it's also dangerously
untrue.
Climate-induced
migration
is much closer than many realize. Over one million people
are displaced in the United
States each year, disproportionately from marginalized communities, including
low-income
populations
and
4
people of color. These numbers will increase in the US
and across the globe as climate change worsens. And while
climate change places an undue

burden on marginalized communities, eventually most of us
will be affected and many, to
some degree, displaced by climate change.
Part of why we often think
of climate change as far-off is
because we are made to imagine
climate change as catastrophic, as practically apocalyptic. And to an extent, it is.
But it is also a daily condition, worsening overtime. It
worsens inequality, degrades
human health, and reduces
lifespans. In Providence, RI,
where much of this final work
is situated, we will and are
already experiencing effects
of climate change — not always
in the form of major hurricanes and wildfires, but more
so as increased temperatures,
more frequent heavy rain, increased allergens, and even
increased anxiety.5
My work is not an attempt
to solve climate change. Rather, it is an exploration into
what it means for a community
to be in flux, to be constantly shifting as people migrate
to and from an area, and how
to build community resilience in those shifting circumstances. As climate change
becomes more deeply felt by
more of us, our relationships
with our objects, communities,
and cultures will change.
Climate-induced displacement
happens and will continue to
happen across time and in compound ways, pulling apart the
very threads of our everyday

community structures.
Approaching this body of
work is to approach the gray
space: the non-extremes, the
slow emergencies, the uncertainties of the future. It
imagines a future that is
stronger because we work together and rely on each other, and where we adapt the
frameworks around us to offer
greater protection and empathetic care.

1

2

3
4

5

Lustgarten, Abrahm. “How Climate Migration Will Reshape
America,” The New York Times (September 15, 2020), https://
www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/09/15/magazine/climate-crisis-migration-america.html.
Ajibade, Idowu, Meghan Sullivan, and Melissa Haeffner. “Why
Climate Migration Is Not Managed Retreat: Six Justifications.” Global Environmental Change 65 (November 2020):
102187. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2020.102187.
Ajibade.
Perls, Hannah. “U.S. Disaster Displacement in the Era of
Climate Change: Discrimination & Consultation Under the
Stafford Act,” Environmental and Energy Law Program, 2020,
https://eelp.law.harvard.edu/2020/10/u-s-disaster-displacement-in-the-era-of-climate-change-displacement-and-consultation-under-the-stafford-act/, 1.
“State of Rhode Island: Department of Health,” State of
Rhode Island: Department of Health, accessed May 19, 2021,
https://health.ri.gov/healthrisks/climatechange/.
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INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORKS
For beginning to understand migration

GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON
INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT
Emerging from increased displacement of people within their countries in the 1990s, the
UN’s Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement offers an international framework for handling such displacements. While not binding,
the Guiding Principles have gained collective
strength and interest since then. The document frames the displacement process in three
phases: before, during, and possible return
home after a period of time. It also outlines a
key component that is “freedom from discrimination”: that internally displaced people should
not be discriminated from non-displaced people
because of displacement, or any other factors
including “race, sex, language, religion, social origin or other similar factors.”1
We will need this framework as we prepare
for climate displacement in the US, too. How do
we prepare for displacement of Americans from
hurricanes, floods, and wildfires? How do we
ensure that those displaced are protected, supported, served, and even welcomed to new homes
and areas?

» Displacement process:
before/during/return
» Discrimination factors

1
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“Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement.” Internal Displacement
Monitoring Centre. Accessed October
27, 2020. https://www.internal-displacement.org/internal-displacement/
guiding-principles-on-internal-displacement.

UNITED NATIONS HIGH
COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES:
CONVENTION AND PROTOCOL
RELATING TO THE STATUS
OF REFUGEES
» Qualifying types of
persecution
» Climate change is not
a qualification
» Environmental degradation as silent factors in refugee crises

2

The UNHCR’s Convention and Protocol Relating to
the Status of Refugees defines the term “refugee” and the types of persecution required in
order to qualify as such. It establishes qualifying types of persecution as based on “reasons
of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion.”2
This establishes that climate change or displacement due to uninhabitable land, natural
disaster, or environmental changes would not
qualify an individual for refugee status.
This is a critical point in recognizing how
we distinguish environmental from social and
political issues, while also realizing that
climate change is often at the core of these
other forms of upheaval (for instance, food insecurity creates greater social tensions which
results in conflict). When we don't recognize
the impacts of climate change and the environment on communities, and their indirect consequences, we risk leaving people behind.

United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees. “Convention and Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees.”
UNHCR. Accessed October 22, 2020.
https://www.unhcr.org/3b66c2aa10.
html.
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CREEPING
Without even realizing — we all started moving more,
moving in, moving away. I didn’t know my neighbors,
but would look out my window across the street into
other windows, looking for hellos and recognition to
no avail. Some days the street would flood just enough
that I couldn’t walk to school and I wondered how
everyone else was enjoying or solving or getting by
on their unexpected day off. Some days it got so hot
that I thought I’d faint and no one would be around
to catch me.
These types of days happened more and more. Sometimes they felt scary — intense and dark, wind and
rain pounding the windows, lights flickering, basements flooding. And sometimes they felt routine: a
slow and constant darkening, of air that felt thicker
from the moist heat or the accumulating particulates,
of seasons shifting and groceries missing produce, of
dead grass. Climate change didn’t always ring like an
emergency alarm. It just creeped.
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GRAY SPACE

Understanding the climate migrant
In Industrial Design, we are
taught to focus projects on
a specific group: our “user
group.” This group should be
specific; to design without
anyone specific in mind in an
attempt to be “universal” often can mean becoming so generalized and nebulous, that
the design serves no one at
all.
As I charted this research
landscape, starting
with climate-induced migration, I learned with little
more than a Google search
that climate refugees are not
a legally recognized group,
so people who move because of
climate change may do so with
a wide spectrum of lived experiences and explanations.
This immediate gray space explodes the scope of user group
to imagine that climate migrants could mean political
refugees escaping conflict,
perhaps caused by food insecurity or drought. They could
be immigrants, asylum seekers, or even American citizens shifting to less affected
geographic areas.
Because of this spectrum of
experiences, for my own work I
didn’t focus on speaking explicitly with climate migrants.
Instead I have collected over

20 responses via survey, Zoom,
and over the phone from a broad
range of people who have settled in the greater Providence
area from other countries to
understand what it was like to
arrive here. These stories and
experiences frame the needs of
people newly arrived.
One family immigrated here
because the river near her
home was drying up, making it
difficult for her father — a
fisherman — to keep making a
living. Another family left
their country because of civil
war and hope for a brighter
future here; they came without
English fluency and entirely
unprepared for cold New England winters.
Regardless of the circumstances that brought them to
Providence, they shared similar needs across the board:
housing, jobs, learning English, figuring out how to
navigate the newness of this
place and understand its bureaucracy. There was also a
common
feeling
of
initial
isolation, which got easier
as people gradually made new
friends, connected to people
with similar cultural backgrounds or extended family, or
connected with their church or
library.
25

MAPPING
SURVEY
RESPONSES
ACROSS
DECADE
ARRIVED

Z.
CHINA
Needs: social connection
Difference: climate, culture,
city landscape
Eased by: family and partner

I gathered survey
responses from
people who had
migrated to the
Providence area.
KEY:
1. First initial of
first name
2. Country of
origin
3. “Needs”: needs
expressed when
they initially
arrived here
4. “Difference”:
differences felt
from their home
countries
5. “Eased by”:
factors that made
the transition to
this new place
easier

A.
PORTUGAL
Needs: housing, transportation
Difference: climate, language,
living accomodations
Eased by: settling with family,
extended family support
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Needs: SSN, Asian food, language,
know street signs, transportation, school sign-up
Difference: city landscape,
culture, language, everything
Eased by: a family friend/
surrogate mother, family

D.
CAMBODIA

J.
PORTUGAL

Needs:-Different: -Eased: refugee community around,
family support

Needs: housing, winter clothes
Difference: city life, culture,
technology, climate
Eased by: extended family support, Coalition of Portuguese
Americans, Portuguese church

*Responses have
been place laterally based on
the decade they
arrived.

1960

S.
CHINA

N

M.
CAMBODIA
Needs: shelter, clothing, shoes,
welfare and food assistance
Different:-Eased by: church, father’s
language proficiency, sponsor
family, ESL learning

1970

1980

Differe
housing
Ea

D

199

C.
INDIA

R.
ARGENTINA

Needs: groceries, housing, SIM, credit
card, SSN, bus schedule, ride share
apps, bank account, laptop
Difference: climate, environment,
culture
Eased by: school support, services
like Social Security office, post office, housing broker, friends, awareness of systems & infrastructure

Needs: doctors/health services
Difference: city pace, climate
Eased by: social connection,
partner, extended family, church
group, YMCA, public library, ESL
learning

X.
CHINA

S.
TURKEY

Needs: most of essentials,
brand new start
Difference: everything was new
Eased by: school organization

F.
NIGERIA
Needs: housing
Difference: systems
Eased by: family support and
housing, church community

-TAIWAN

E.
CAPE VERDE

Needs: groceries
Difference: culture, city
landscape
Eased by: new friends, Netflix

Needs: -Difference: culture, language
Eased by: school staff, friends,
family

C.
PERU

B.
ECUADOR
Needs: -Difference: climate
Eased by: collected belongings,
finding other Spanish
speakers, routine

M.
PORTUGAL

Needs: citizenship
support, ESL help
ence: social connections,
g accomodations, climate
ased: family support

C.
ROMANIA

Needs: housing, bank account
Difference: everything, language,
habits
Eased by: fellow students,
church, library

90

Needs: feeling isolated
Difference: culture
Eased by: freedoms

Needs: -Difference: culture
Eased by: social connection

M.
HAITI
Needs: community, resources
through common community
Different: -Eased: family support, access to
education/certification for job
openings

2000

A.
INDIA

Needs: basic supplies,
home goods, housing, bank
account, tenant rights;
everything felt complicated
Difference: -Eased by: roommate’s car
& kindness, partner already
here, new friends

2010

2020
27
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MAPPING
SURVEY
RESPONSES
TAKE #2
This investigates
the previous survey (pages 24-25)
through a different lens: this time
collecting answers to explore
common themes
and responses.
KEY:
Black text:
summarizes
responses
Red text:
quotes excerpts
from responses
Green text:
my own reflections/synthesis

29
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EXPERIMENT:
NAVIGATING
SERVICES
PHYSICALLY
AND
DIGITALLY
How do we find
what we need?
What does the
process of arriving look like?
Here, I investigate where
I might find a
variety of government and
social services
from getting a
driver’s license
to other types of
assistance and
resources.
Within this, the
public library
stands out as a
hub of information: a site where
government and
non-goverment
aid and resources
are freely offered
and made accessible.
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for Tia B

My Tia B is 78 years old, although I’m not
sure she’d want me to tell anyone that.
She moved to the US about 30 years ago,
around the time I was born. The rest of
her immediate family—her aging parents,
eight grown siblings, and their spouses
and children—had already settled here for
a couple of decades. When I was young,
Tia B was often my own care-taker as my
parents dropped me off with her and my
maternal grandmother before they went
on to their jobs.
I consider her the linchpin of our family—the matriarch after my grandparents
passed away and maybe even before—but
also the linchpin connecting me to my cultural background and history. Generous
and kind, easy to laugh and open to hugs,
often visiting with flan in hand, she is all
the best parts of my family and my culture.
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Tia B does not have a computer or internet connection. She lives alone, about
thirty minutes away from me. During the
pandemic, she rarely sees people in person:
only her downstairs neighbor and his elderly aunt who she helps care for. Besides
that, she attends church weekly—a community she is connected to and a space
where she can speak and listen in both
Portuguese and English.
When her age group opened up for the
Covid-19 vaccine, she was skeptical, but
eventually agreed (how do you say no to
a favorite niece?!) to get vaccinated. She
watched the local news and called the
phone number on the bottom of the screen
to sign up. After a couple tries, she got
through only to be told that she needed to
sign up online, and that she should have a
family member register her.
My father scheduled the appointment
for her, sitting on the computer on speakerphone with her as he filled in the website’s
information requests. On the day of, he
drove a half hour to pick her up, and then
another hour to the state-run vaccination
site. They waited, and when her time slot
came up, it took no more than fifteen minutes. On the way back, he bought a bouquet of roses for my mom for Valentine's
Day, pulling two out of the bunch for Tia B.
When we called her later that night,
her voice sounded like she was smiling.
As I have worked on this research, I often think of my dear Tia B. I imagine what
it means to make a move across a literal
ocean, how it feels to adopt another language and culture and sense of self, es-

pecially after planting one’s life so deeply
somewhere else. I spoke with her about
that move in the last few months, and she
remarked that she had so many friends
back in the Azores, but fewer here, relying
more on her family instead. Here, it was
harder to feel understood: to come from
elsewhere and start over, to unravel all
the bits of oneself in a place where others might not really understand. To exist
between places, pieces of self left on different coastlines, shared across an ocean.
What it means to work long night
shifts at a nursing home, and come home
to care for her own aging mother, along
with me, my brother, my other young cousins. What it means that when we spoke
on the phone recently, she apologized to
me for not always having the words in
English, even knowing full well that my
Portuguese was basic at best, and that
we always spoke in the language that I
was more comfortable in. What it means
to give often, expecting nothing in return.
I think now about what it means for
her to largely live out a pandemic alone.
What a pandemic looks like without Zoom
or Facetime. What it means to lose community. What it looks like to finally eventually
want a vaccine, only to not know how to
get one.
When I think of the ways in which
climate change puts communities at risk
and in flux, I imagine all the Tia Bs without
computers, living alone, speaking a language that doesn’t sound like home. This
work is for her.
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REACHING
MY
COUNCILPERSON
An adventure
in reaching my
local elected
representatives.
In this case,
that process
took multiple
steps. Messages
I sent through
contact forms
went largely
without reply.
What could this
mean for people new to this
place? How do
our representatives interact
with us? How
do we relate to
local government? This is
less a criticism
or rejection,
but instead a
curiosity about
our relationship
with government
as a force that
shapes our lived
experiences.
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CLIMATE CHANGE ACROSS TIMEFRAMES
Unpacking how we react to our environment

SHORT-TERM
Historically and through the media, we often
think of climate change as short-term moments:
as sudden, apocalyptic disaster scenarios.
Sometimes they are. In the process of developing this body of work, I found that colleagues
and peers latched on to these extreme scenarios, but less so to the slower and more insidious environmental changes that over time will
leave lasting impacts. Often treating climate
change in this way means looking at recovery
only after a disaster has already hit, and
re-building just as it was before. Hannah Perls, a lawyer and Fellow at Harvard Law School,
exposed me to the Stafford Act — the federal
framework for how the US has handled natural
disasters for decades. It parallels the way we
think of climate change in the short-term, with
more funding allotted for post-disaster recovery than for efforts to adapt and prevent. When
these are singular points on a map, we miss
so much of the larger narrative. Approaching
environmental issues this way often results in
band-aid fixes that worsen inequality and do
not consider the ways that these issues impact marginalized populations and communities
of color far more often and deeply.
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» Short-term and
singular moments
» Sudden
» Need-blind, often
doesn’t account for
environmental racism
or inequalities of
impact
» “Re-build” philosophy
» De-centralized
» Current & historical
framework/
mindset

LONG-TERM
» Long-term, extended
period
» Compound problem
» Sudden AND slow
» Possible future
mindset

An alternate approach to understanding climate change and the climate-induced migration
that comes with it as a long-term problem: one
that is insidious and slow. Conditions become
worse as they compound over time: as air quality worsens, nuisance flooding becomes more
frequent, urban heat islands make summer days
unbearable and unhealthy. And the migration and
displacement that will come with it, shifting
demographics and neighborhoods, housing needs
and demands for jobs. But to think of climate
change in this way though is also to think of
it as a less-extreme extreme. It is a long-term
emergency, not a fictional otherworldly dystopia, but what the world looks like right now.
We are in it, and therefore must adapt to it.
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EXPERIMENTS:
ACROSS
TIMEFRAMES

Explorations
into how we
might preserve
our precious
items, how
to re-purpose
objects we
might not need
anymore, how
climate-induced
migration may
shift our relationship to objects and materials. I gathered
responses from
a survey focused
on a hypothetical compound
displacement
scenario. The
texts here are
the synthesized
highlights. The
New York Times
newspaper
clippings from
the last 150
years indicate a
repeated, historic short-term
response to
environmental
disasters.
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DISASTO-PAC Envelope

DISASTO-PAC

The Priority Mail® Disasto-PAC Envelope is a water-resistant plastic
envelope and is sturdy with airtight zip closure.
Instructions for Use: Fill contents. Be sure to avoid sharp edges.
Inflate bag and seal. Envelop will be delivered to intended address
post-disaster rescue, within 7-125 days.
Weight Limit= 0.5lbs

Transition to
minimalist lifestyle

Disclaimer: Only applicable to events with significant flooding.
No guarantee of safe rescue.

What happe
the trash we lea
What is our relatio
new, raw

Books as first t
left behind

What happens
world? Wh
without acce
record
i

Re-centering of
society to family
unit What happens when we only rely
on family for our community?

ens with all
ave behind?
onship with
materials?

to be

s in an entirely digital
hat happens for those
ess? What happens to
rds of knowledge in an
internet-based world?

Some will not leave
What happens to a society that has even
MORE wealth inequality? What happens to
people in uninhabitable environments?

What happens when
there is risk EVERYWHERE?
Will people embrace a “nomadic” lifestyle?
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SYNTHESIS / PROBLEM-FRAMING
Navigating civic instability
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Climate change is not always
apocalyptic or sudden. It is
also slow and compounding,
shaping and shifting how society functions, how communities
relate with each other. Climate change is a stressor on
an already fragile system.
Climate-induced
migration
then, is an offshoot of that
stressor and can make communities more vulnerable as they
must navigate new needs, social dynamics, and worsening
inequalities. We could imagine this process adjacent to
gentrification, also understanding that environmental
and systemic racism will continue to affect who and how
and where these migrations
happen. Referring to gentrification, Jane Jacobs writes
in The Death and Life of Great
American Cities: “The constant
departures leave, of course,
more than housing vacancies to
be filled. They leave a community in a perpetually embryonic stage, or perpetually
regressing to helpless infancy. The age of buildings is no
index to the age of a community, which is formed by a continuity of people.”1 When we
can expect an ever-changing,
ever-migratory, every-gentrifying, ever-unequal future, it

feels critical to think about
how we frame these problems,
how to navigate their complexities, and where design fits
into solutions.
Reflecting on those I spoke
with who immigrated to the
Providence area for any variety of reasons, we can see familiar needs. And we can also
recognize that perhaps accessing the services, resources,
information and community required to make some semblance
of "home" here is also complicated and takes time. With
ever-shifting communities, we
can imagine those needs will
become only more in demand.
Moving forward into Part 2,
I will look at community resilience as a response to community instability, through
adaptation and care. Doing so
also introduces the role of
design (and myself as designer) in navigating these problems.

1

Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life
of Great American Cities. Netherlands: Vintage Books, 1992, 277.

Part 2:

ADAPTATION +
CARE
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ON ADAPTATION
Within climate change discourse, adaptation acts as a counter
to mitigation. Adaptatation offers the freedom to engage with
and grow from our surroundings and needs just as they are, to
reflect on our circumstances, including our failures. We open
ourselves up to change in response to everything that changes
around us. Adaptation allows us to assess what we already have
and re-direct, to reflect and then learn from that reflection.
It aligns with design quite clearly in imagining other futures,
in situations that are not stagnant, but malleable. As our environmental concerns only grow more dire, edging swiftly to
a point of no return, the role of design becomes all the more
confused. To design physical products to appease our capitalist
and consumerist world feels irresponsible, at odds with an already overly capitalized and consumed world. Moving forward,
this body of work investigates our existing institutions and civic
infrastructures to imagine how we could adapt what we already
have in front of us. It explores how we can adapt an institution
for a future that demands constant and continuous adaptation.
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MANIFESTO

Defining a design valueset
»

Design is a language for understanding problems and how
to solve them. It is a lens for understanding the world. This
means that design requires inputs in the form of problems,
contexts, interactions. It serves and addresses problems just
as science or literature or law do. It distills ideas into physical forms to imagine new or existing or past worlds, frameworks, and mindsets.

»

Design is not everything. It does not exist on its own. It cannot solve every problem.

»

Good design is interdisciplinary. It looks at a problem across
scales and understands interventions small and large. It
builds from other knowledge bases, especially the humanities, in order to understand its placement in time and space,
with people and environments.

»

Good design is empathetic. It empowers marginalized communities. It should break down barriers to access, democratize knowledge, create collective power, invite new voices.

»

Good design is adaptive. It exists in time and space and
reacts to those conditions and needs. It is mindful of the
systems it lives in.
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DEVELOPING A DESIGN ETHOS
Positioning design within a landscape
of complex problems
My parents are immigrants who came to
this country as children. They have lived
here longer than they ever lived there.
They came not knowing any English, never having seen a New England winter,
with their own parents who never learned
English. They came from an island that in
the mid-20th century had unpaved roads
and secret police, where it was a big deal
to own a general store or have an uncle
who was a priest. America opened up the
world for them, but it also reinforced in
them in a way that they have never been
able to shake that to know how to do
things yourself—to know how to use your
own hands, to fix your own problems, to
learn for yourself—is crucially important.
While my parents are both working
professionals, I can’t remember a time
when they ever hired out work that
they knew they could do or could figure out how to do on their own. No one
has ever come over to mow our lawn, to
clean or paint or fix our house; no one
has ever filed our taxes or changed the
oil in our car.
Even a generation later, we know we
are immigrants and we do things for ourselves. Not because we have to anymore,
but because—without even realizing—
self-reliance paves the way for abounding and insistent curiosity. We make and
fix and repair as a framework for how we
might understand the world more fully, as
a way to try on a thousand different hats.
This is knowledge gathered for collective
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use and service, open-sourced and empathetic. To know something intrinsically
and deeply is to handle it directly and
first-hand.
These artifacts of learning shape how
I understand my own emerging design
practice. Design is part problem-solving
and part communication. I approach my
work with the intent of understanding
every element within a problem, investigating and exploring just as one physically could pop the carhood or peek at
the insides of a toy to understand the
inner workings. As result, my own design
process often looks like the mindmaps I
draw. It’s a little bit of everything, a little
bit of everywhere. Sketchbooks are filled
with illegible writing and physical making
becomes integral for understanding the
tangibility of solutions and a moment to
introduce more obstacles and confusions
and possibilities. When writer’s block
sets in, it is making by hand that wipes
away the dust in my brain.
Research can come in many forms
and I consider these early iterations as
research. But there’s also time spent in
the library and using the footnotes of one
source to introduce me to another, tangential but exciting pathway for greater
context and reflection. I value the humanities as an exploration in complexity over
time and medium. Learning by doing, by
making, by fixing, by reading, by writing,
by listening. They are all pathways for approaching a single problem across lens-

es. Hands and bodies and kinetics hold
knowledge, just as my brain and my pen
do. They serve each other within a greater system.
I am interested in the complexities
and contradictions of human behavior,
and more directly how we build systems
that shape, threaten, empower, disenfranchise, and serve us. Systems design
thinking establishes that there are scales
of impact and frameworks of power that
cause behaviors and outcomes, whether intended or not. The methodologies
of this type of problem-solving become
big picture and interdisciplinary in ways
that can effect change and connect
change-makers. Many times, these system solutions become physical artifacts,
as evidence by my hand of a thought
process.
And sometimes that making and
thinking feels at odds—like there is work
that is purely “aesthetic” and there is
work that “solves real problems.” In this
case though, while my body of research
attempts the latter, there is something
to be said for its relationship to the former: this is a compilation of collaged and
constructed pieces, connected both subconsciously and intentionally. And I say
subconsciously because there is a fluency
to making, to processes that are not written or verbal, but instead physical visual
manifestations of thoughts. So often, my
hands make and re-arrange and re-frame
while my mind catches up. Thinking is

making is thinking. Just as re-thinking is
re-making is re-thinking. Perhaps to be
a designer is just to think and make forwards and backwards, intentionally and
unintentionally, and then back over itself
in a constant loop of accumulation and
distillation.
And then comes communication, or
an exploration of distilling, re-framing,
and story-telling around solutions. Once
a designer of magazines and books, I believe in the power that image and written
word flow into and around each other
to build greater meaning and depth of
understanding. It is written and visual
communication that distills the questions and confusions, that finds clarity in
gray space. Without it, design cannot be
shared or given or collaborated on; it remains solitary and inaccessible.
Seeking answers leads to more
questions. In my practice, the questions
change daily. But the one that comes
back again in its most earnest form is:
how can I design for good?
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WAIT FOR
INSPIRATION
TO HIT

VISUALIZING
PROCESS
what’s
going on here?
what is the
landscape?

WRITING

“THE INTERNET”

MIND MAPS
ACADEMIC
SOURCES

PHONE A FRIEND
WRITING

WRITING

FINAL
WRITING

MIND MAPS

TAKE A
WALK

A visualization
of my personal
design process.
While often more
chaotic, the
idea of circling
back, of moving forward and
backwards, and
shifting between
modes and mediums for thinking,
rings true.

what do I
understand?
what do I NOT
understand?

MIND MAPS
what’s the
essential
question?

TIME FOR A
WALK
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PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE

You want to know what makes a community resilient? Helping people. People helping each other.
The librarians knew this. They also knew that
if the city kept waiting to help only after the
storm had hit or the street had flooded or the
air was uncomfortably dense, that it was already
too late. They knew they had been there the whole
time, helping here and there, in little bits,
with small requests and simple guides and quiet
safe spaces. But community resilience was about
the slow and the sudden, about being ready for
each day as it came, however it came.
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ON DESIGNER
INTUITION
It’s only half of a quilt—technically the top side (or the front?). A succession of squares which
make larger 3x3 checkered squares, joined to other 3x3 checkered squares of other palettes
to become an 8x8 set of 3x3 squares. From a distance, it looks crisp and square and orderly.
Look closer and you notice nothing lines up. The grid structure has been loosely interpreted
in the interest of my own commitment to attention to detail.
I used to find sewing tedious. I never cut the fabric straight enough, or plan the design
enough, or even count enough of each piece. So while I think of myself as organized, a planner, a nervous person, none of this translates into my sewing, which I embrace brashly and
without consequence.
This one half of a quilt is one of the few making activities that has brought me joy in this
pandemic year. It has become an activity that feels controlled enough that I didn’t have to expend any of my limited reserve of creative energy, but loose enough that I never drew a plan
or cut a set number of pieces. I cut one strip at a time, then joined it to two other strips, then
ironed flat, then cut three strips from it, then joined, then ironed flat. An exercise in accumulating
complexity mindlessly, without realizing. When I bought the fabric for it, I went once and bought
a few colors I liked. When I ran out, I realized I was done. Quite a freeing feeling to plan nothing.
There is an underlying idea that to be a designer requires a consistent rigor in making design-related decisions, that there must always be conscious intention. My quilting project has
been deeply unintentional in the sort of way that reminds me that I can just make things for the
joy of making them, that design can also be intuitive. Half a quilt as case study: it was made with
these colors because I liked them. It’s this size because I ran out of fabric. The corners don’t match
because it didn’t bother me. It’s unfinished because I don’t have time to continue it right now.
Whenever the second side is made, I know it will be when the time feels right, when I am
in search of calm. Its making will look entirely different, unexpected, and in response to some
future me that I can’t anticipate. I’m not sure if this means that to be a designer is just to be
a person who uses making as thinking, and who thinks about making, and makes in order to
think. Looking back on this greater body of work, I realize it too has been a study in designer
intuition: it is research and making and thinking that has been shaped by my conscious and
subconscious decisions, my design sensibilities, the types of making that feel best.
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EMAILS SENT,
NEVER HEARD
BACK
An ongoing collection of emails
I sent and never
got responses
to, an archive of
this experience.
Also, a recognition that who
I hear back
from and what I
learn from them
shapes the final
work, shapes my
decisions and
the context and
lens for where
the work goes.
Design research
is not a precise
process, but one
of collecting and
sorting through
perspectives.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY: KEY ELEMENTS

PUBLIC SPACE

MATERIALS/MEMORY

In
non-pandemic
times,
we
can enter the public library
without money, membership, or
plans. We can peruse books,
use the restrooms, the bubbler (Rhode Island speak for
“water fountain"), the computers and internet. We can come
to warm up or cool down. And
while we’re there, we will see
other people: a parent bringing children to story time,
someone applying for a job on
the computer. Someone who is
homeless and finding rest indoors. There are tutors with
students, kids playing computer games, workshops happening.
A unique community space
where you don’t need any particular reason to be there,
where people of all backgrounds
can gather and be served.

We are usually accustomed to
understanding libraries as a
place for borrowing books and
for carrying the cultural history of a particular place.
Foucault refers to the library
as “indefinitely accumulating time” and as spaces where
“time never stops building.”1

1
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Nicholas Mirzoeff and Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” in The
Visual Culture Reader (London: Routledge, 2004), pp. 237-244, 242.

COMMUNITY
SERVICES

LIBRARIAN
TOUCHPOINT

Libraries serve so much more
than just books. In Providence,
our libraries offer community
services including ESL courses for free, job training and
resume-writing workshops, other free courses on a variety
of topics, navigation to other
services outside the library
like unemployment services,
aid for the elderly, free
meals. In the pandemic, even
Covid-19 tests and wifi outside the library.

And then there is our human
touchpoint: the librarian. Librarians as facilitators of
this information and services.
Librarians are often seen as
and expected to provide information and facilitate these
services and answers in a caring, understanding, and compassionate way.
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LIBRARIES, OUR BEACONS

Eventually the culture of the city shifted too, thanks to
the librarians. They had been here the whole time, quietly
recommending books and resources. But the neighborhood library flooded once. And the librarians watched their city
struggle more: how it became hard to organize resources,
recoveries, services across spread-out spaces.
So they decided it was best not to rely solely on the
space anymore. Best to make the library the entire city. Can
a city be a library? They got more volunteers, dedicated to
neighborhoods or single streets or blocks, some who act as
“traditional" librarians and others as trained neighborhood
recovery organizers. They planted the public library in the
Boys & Girls Club some days, the elementary school and the
church basement others, outside the supermarket.
They made libraries our beacons.
The feel of the city shifted; spaces and interactions
that I hadn’t noticed before, offering me help I didn’t know
I needed. The library was spread out, it was everywhere,
and it was robust. I started seeing the regulars. I walked
by librarians on my walk to school and asked them questions
on the street. On those unexpected days of flooding, they
found a way to mill about the neighborhood in case anyone
needed anything. Their uniforms screamed “approachable!”
but trustworthy and without judgment. Their jumpsuits — maroon and navy and loose, sturdy like a chic mechanic but
with a collar and friendly sewn patches and a brooch and a
name tag that felt homie and warm and well … just right for
a
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librarian.

TRANSLATIONS

In the last year or so, I started watching
tv shows in Spanish. I had never sought
out shows in other languages before.
The idea of constantly reading subtitles
seemed exhausting. But lo and behold,
the shutdown of last spring, the initial—
and immediately disorienting—phase
of a pandemic, had me craving forced
concentration. Living a whole life in the
boundaries of one’s house made me itch
for escapism, and the sudden uptick in
screen time somehow made me want
even more screen time, this time in the
form of entertainment that could focus
me rather than act as another distraction.
Read subtitles or be faced with the threat
of absolute confusion—this motivated
my focus. I got through three full series,
all historical dramas with crime-solving
female protagonists. I told myself that
watching shows in Spanish would help
me learn Spanish? Even though I’m mostly just reading the English subtitles?
They didn’t. They always spoke too
fast for my own high school Spanish to
keep up. Or my semi-proficient, but rusty,
Portuguese. But they did make me familiar and comfortable with a cadence to
their sentences, to a few select and dramatic-sounding phrases “no te preocupas” don’t worry—just what I needed to
hear as the murder and mystery-filled
plotlines became only more entangled
and confused.
In the last few months, I had largely taken a break from foreign language
shows. Recently though, I found the crav-

ing for language come back, this time trying a show in Portuguese. Perhaps in Portuguese, I would pick up more. Perhaps
this show would make this daughter of
immigrants finally fluent, or at least proficient.
Watching became its own experiment. I read the subtitles while listening
to the words simultaneously. Then I tried
to only listen to find out if I could understand. Then I just read the lines. Each
on their own, not particularly effective
or interesting, to my dismay. But reading and listening in sync, I found myself
catching the moments of discord: when
the English subtitles did not match what
was actually being said, as far as my own
translation could tell me.
What gets lost in translation? How
can we accumulate translations? So that
we don’t lose that in-between-ness, but
instead collect it and see it and build it
out as opportunities for understanding?
In a way, it feels entirely my design ethos:
explorations across forms, of mediums,
approaches, dimensions, physicalities,
and languages. Aren’t designed objects
just translations of thoughts?
In approaching artifact-making for
this body of work, I come back to this
idea: that objects can speak just as
words and subtitles and gestures can.
They can build out a world we couldn't
see. They can fill in gaps, provide new inklings for reflection, envision other paths
that writing and speaking can't explore
on their own. They cross bounds, illuminate inbetweenness and discord.
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Making communities more resilient through
libraries
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Building out this vision of
the library as a source of radical community care, sociologist at New York University
Eric Klinenberg uses the term
“social infrastructure,” which
he defines as “the physical
places and organizations that
shape the way people interact.”1 Klinenberg argues for
the library as a prime example
of social interaction building, a space where community
is born naturally and nurtured
and is critical to survival in
disaster scenarios.
In his book Palaces for
the People, he writes of his
research on the Chicago Heat
Wave in 1995 and found that
neighborhoods with active social infrastructure, like libraries, fared much better than
those that didn’t, regardless
of income level of an area.
Those neighborhoods were more
resilient because people knew
their most vulnerable, and
knew to check in with them,
which literally saved lives.
The important takeaway here
is that the library makes a
community more resilient just
by existing as this open gathering space.2
Climate change will cause
even more migration and displacement. We can understand

from Klinenberg that not knowing one’s fellow community
members makes all involved
more vulnerable.
So the library acts as a
space for also integrating
new arrivals into an existing
community of people, to make
this community more resilient
against stressors like climate
change.
During the pandemic, this
role has had to adapt as libraries have been closed to the
public, or had limited hours
and access revealing some of
the vulnerabilities and possible adaptations the library
may need to make in the future.
Klinenberg's research anchors my purpose for this body
of work: re-imaginging an expanded and adapted library
that can work towards building
a more resilient community.

1

2

Klinenberg, Eric. Palaces for the
People: How Social Infrastructure Can
Help Fight Inequality, Polarization,
and the Decline of Civic Life. United
States: Crown, 2018, 5.
Klinenberg, 1-5.
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BUILDING
OUT
DEFINITIONS
Layering
academic
references
with my own
reflections,
joining and
collecting and
filling in gaps.
Even reading
and writing is
very visual.
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INITIAL LIBRARY ARTIFACTS

Exploring the bounds of the library

SKILL SHARE
A set of library-offered programs for learning hard skills,
taught for free by others in
the community.
What if we shared our skills
with our neighbors?
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SUBWAY CAR
LIBRARY
Book collection built into
subway cars that can be borrowed by passengers.
How do we make a library
transient?

Neighborhood Recovery Guild
STATUS: LISTENER

Neig

hborh

ood R
ecov

STAT

ery G

US: M
AKE

uild

R

NEIGHBORHOOD
RECOVERY GUILD

FAMILY RECIPE
BAKING KIT

IDs and fabric patches that
identify a citizen’s strengths
in times of disasters and recovery.
What if we valued character traits and skills as
ways of making a community
(rather
than
individual)
stronger?

A baking kit that includes
necessary tools and family
recipe to be borrowed by other
community members at library.
How do we share our skills/
knowledge? How do we preserve
localized culture?
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EARLY LIBRARY
PROTOTYPING
+ BRAINSTORMING
The inklings
of a librarian’s uniform,
a library card
re-design,
branding
experiment,
among other
quick ideas.
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REFERENCES

OCCUPY SANDY
Led by people affiliated with
the Occupy Wall Street Movement, Occupy Sandy was a volunteer
relief
organization
that organized and served New
Yorkers after Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Occupy Sandy was
lauded initially for its ability to quickly act and facilitate distribution and recovery
in the immediate aftermath.1
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DESIGN FOR SOCIAL
INTERVENTION
(DS4SI)
PUBLIC KITCHEN
DS4SI’s Public Kitchen explores what public infrastructure can look like, and what
it means for community-building and gathering. This experiment brought residents together to cook, eat, and learn
together.2

BOSTON MAYOR’S
OFFICE
CITY HALL TO GO

Inspired by food truck culture, Boston introduced City
Hall To Go, which brought government services out into underserved communities. It allowed residents to do any of
the usual City Hall services,
from filing taxes to registering to vote, and was an experiment in increasing access
by taking services outside the
physical institutional building.3

1

“A Diagram of Occupy Sandy,” Urban Omnibus, May 3, 2019, https://
urbanomnibus.net/2013/02/a-diagram-of-occupy-sandy/.

2

Kirsten Nordine, “Public Kitchen,”
ds4si (ds4si, September 25, 2016),
https://www.ds4si.org/creativity-labs//public-kitchen.
Image credit:
ds4si. “Public Kitchen Images.”
ds4si. ds4si, November 5, 2012.
https://www.ds4si.org/blog/2012/11/4/
public-kitchen-images.html.

3

“City Hall To Go - Boston, MA,”
National Civic League, January 28,
2019, https://www.nationalcivicleague.org/promising-practices/boston-ma-city-hall-go/.
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PETER STALLYBRASS
“WORN WORLDS: CLOTHES, MOURNING
AND THE LIFE OF THINGS”
In his essay “Worn Worlds:
Clothes, Mourning and the
Life of Things,” Peter Stallybrass reflects on the way
that clothes mold and shape
and create a physical legacy
of their wearer. It chronicles the writer’s experience
of wearing the old leather
jacket of his friend Allon who
had passed away. The jacket
held on to Allon’s body shape,
leather folding and crinkling
around limbs and joints. I
find myself coming back to
this work again and again as a
display of the value of physical things and the power that
clothes have in our lives as
legacy holders and identity-builders.1 Stallybrass is a
writer, not a designer, but
the work fits within a greater
material culture that I find
as a valuable and rich space
for understanding our interactions with material objects
and goods and their long term
impact.
This writing imagines how
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such items could exist in
someone’s life and across a
lifetime, and our relationship with different materials, their connotations, their
histories. Within a design
framework, his writing could
transition easily into material experiments. Often I think
we explore materials research
for durability, sustainability, performance. But what if
we explored them in terms of
how they build legacies, cultural systems and beliefs, or
movements in time? This work
acknowledges human connection
and imprints on our objects,
or the idea that we as humans
leave traces of ourselves and
our beliefs and traditions
on the objects and environments we are surrounded by. In
thinking about how culture is
shaped in processes like migration or displacement, the
objects we carry with us become integral to understanding those shifts, fluctuations, and value systems.

1

Stallybrass, Peter. “Worn worlds:
clothes, mourning
and the life of
things,” Yale Review
(1993).

YINKA SHONIBARE
REFUGEE ASTRONAUT

2

National Gallery of Australia, “Yinka
Shonibare MBE, Refugee Astronaut,”
nga collection simple, accessed
October 30, 2020, https://artsearch.
nga.gov.au/detail.cfm?IRN=275628.

Image credit: See above

Yinka Shonibare’s Refugee Astronaut (2015) connects to much of how I imagined my own thesis
looking when I started this journey. The sculpture takes the form of an astronaut or traveler
of an unknown land and time. The suit itself is
made of Dutch wax fabric, commonly made in the
19th century with strong connections to West
Africa but part of a deep history of colonization, violence, and imperialism. Of course, in
this he pokes at and critiques identity tropes,
pushing back on this colonial history and its
related ideas of ownership, appropriation, and
identity. The astronaut carries a plethora of
objects on their back: a suitcase, a food can,
some enamel bowls, all wrapped in a net. Their
helmet is glossy black, impenetrable and mysterious. Refugee Astronaut maintains a balance between entirely “futuristic” and deeply
rooted in a culture and history.2 It imagines
a voyage that carries the vestiges of cultural
traditions we can still recognize, pushing back
on the common vision of intergalactic traveler
as glossy, clean, sterile. Yinka Shonibare’s
work gives me a space to imagine a speculative future for the climate refugee who is not
devoid of culture, history, or identity, but
carries these elements as integral elements of
self and society.
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JENNIFER CRAIK
UNIFORMS EXPOSED: FROM CONFORMITY
TO TRANSGRESSION
Sections of Jennifer Craik’s
Uniforms Exposed: From Conformity to Transgression have
primed my designs and thinking about the coming librarian’s uniform. Craik writes:
“The uniform, then, is a radical form of clothing that is
employed to announce a particular type of identity that
acts both as shorthand of the
kind of behaviour exhibited
by the wearer and expected by
the observer. Uniforms convey
specific structural relations
(via types of uniforms and titles of wearers) that form the
framework
of
interpersonal
relations that are possible
with the uniformed person.”1
In this, the uniform transforms the wearer, and the relationship between wearer and
others. Craik details the ways
in which military uniforms
seeped into civilian life
and fashion, and the spectrum
of uniform levels, including
“formal prescribed uniforms,”
“quasi-uniforms” and “inforPART 2
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mal uniforms.”2 In imagining
the role that uniforms could
play in the library, and the
relationship that would build
with the greater community,
it becomes more important to
consider uniforms for women as
historically librarians have
been
predominantly
female.
Women in uniform is itself a
topic steeped in gender and
sexuality, and the position of
women in society historically. Craik explains that historically uniforms designed
for women first designed for
men and then adapted.3 In my
own design of the librarian’s
uniform, I tried to work from
a female-first perspective,
making a suit that would be
eventually gender neutral but
not originally sourced from
a more male, or militarized
perspective.

1

2
3

Craik, Jennifer. “Uniforms, Body Techniques and
Culture.” In Uniforms Exposed: From Conformity to
Transgression. Dress, Body, Culture. Oxford: Berg,
2005. Accessed May 10, 2021. http://dx.doi.
org/10.2752/9781847881212/UNIFEXP0005, 3-18.
Craik, 3-18.
Craik, 79-100.

DESIS LAB, THE NEW SCHOOL,
BROOKLYN PUBLIC LIBRARY

1

2
3

Lara Penin et
al., “Public
Libraries as
Engines of
Democracy: A
Research and
Pedagogical
Case Study
on Design
for Re-Entry,” Nordes,
accessed May
19, 2021,
https://archive.nordes.
org/index.
php/n13/article/view/460,
2.
Lara Penin et
al., 6.
Ibid.

Stemming from the DESIS Lab
at The New School, “Public
Libraries as Engines of Democracy: A Research and Pedagogical Case Study on Designing for Re-Entry” studies
the public library as space
for radical care and democracy and its role in providing
re-entry services for formerly incarcerated individuals.
Working with the Brooklyn
Public Library, they recognize the work that the public library is already doing
for its community: “from assistance with finding employment and housing referrals,
to substance abuse and treatment support, family therapy,
and educational and vocational training — to name just a
few of the principal areas of
programming and support.”1 Detailing their initial research
phase, this ongoing work both
re-inforces the value of public libraries in community as
spaces of community services
and care and introduce op-

portunities for design intervention and co-participation:
“Our research showed that libraries are places where alliances are built that have the
potential to become transformative connections.”2
They
lay
a
foundation
for the library as a space
for radical care and empathy, supported by their initial fieldwork: “we began to
see the library as a site of
radical hospitality welcoming broad swaths of people
(in fact, we never witnessed
someone being turned away,
although we did see people referred to care providers more
skilled in meeting immediate
or long-term needs of those
in crisis.)”3 We begin to see
the library as both a space
for providing support without
judgment, but also reiterating this sense that when the
library cannot provide a specific need, librarians provide resources and contacts
to get that help elsewhere.
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SPEAKING
WITH
LIBRARIANS
Notes from
conversations with
librarians and
library educators based
in Providence,
RISD, and
Massachusetts. We
explored the
role of the
library and
librarian in
their community, library
ethos, critical
librarianship,
and shifting
the dialogues
about what
libraries do
and are.
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for Mrs. C

Mrs. C is a librarian in her town, about an
hour away from Providence. She is also an
immigrant. In the last month of this book’s
production, Mrs. C celebrates forty years
of living in the United States.
She has been incredibly generous in
supporting my work: sending me her public
library’s newsletters and now defunct date
due slips, providing me with an authentic library cart, speaking with me often,
warmly, and openly, and answering my library-related questions.
When I asked her about her own experience using her public library, she responded with the following, which I have
carried with me since:
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“I learned to read English with my children when they were in grammar school (I
never forgot the book Little House on the
Prairie by Laura Ingalls Wilder). I collectively gained knowledge by reading simple
books and taking baby steps. I appreciated
it deeply and started volunteering at my
local library. I got my dream volunteer job,
fixing and mending damaged books and
putting book jackets on brand new books,
which turned into my real dream job as
an Interlibrary Loan librarian today. I have
achieved my American dream: unlimited
learning.”
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EXCERPTS:
BRAINSTORMING
Various
brainstorms
at different
stages.
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EXCERPTS:
BRAINSTORMING
CONTINUED
Collecting
images and
citations,
inspirations
online, mailed
pamphlets,
a surprising
Nick Jonas
reference image, accumulated pages
taped to my
walls.
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ARTIFACTS OF LIBRARY, EXPANDED

Proposed objects for visualizing this intervention

LIBRARIAN’S
JUMPSUIT

LIBRARY
APRON

First, the uniform becomes a
public acknowledgement of the
role of librarians. Uniforms
have the power of legitimizing a role. So this librarian’s uniform would push us to
imagine librarians as a form
of essential workers, in a society that values education
and compassionate help, over
other systems of power, governance and law and order. It
also opens up the opportunity for librarians in uniform
to move outside the physical
building, speculating what it
could mean for librarians to
interact with a community more
broadly, meeting people where
they are.

Public libraries are uniquely positioned as spaces that
decentrentralize knowledge and
expertise. They provide services through the library and
offer information and resources by organizations and government agencies. My proposal
builds off this understanding,
acknowledging that volunteers
and other non-librarians can
fill vital informational gaps
within the library. At the
Brooklyn Public Library, immigration lawyers come in for office hours to provide easy and
reliable services.1 The volunteer apron recognizes this
role and imagines the ever-expanding possibilities of the
library as a truly collective
and community-driven mission.
The apron may also be worn by
librarians within the library
space, in their day-to-day, as
a way to become more recognizable and provide them access
to their everyday tools.
1
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“Reentry: Start Here,” Urban Omnibus, September 12, 2018, accessed
May 20, 2021, https://urbanomnibus.
net/2018/09/reentry-start-here/.

BOOK CART,
ADAPTED

LIBRARY
CARD

The book truck, more commonly understood by non-librarians as a book cart, is a piece
of equipment that already exists in the library as a tool
for bringing books to be reshelved. In this case, the
book truck has some simple
modifications: public signage,
a top shelf that can act as a
portable reference desk, a waterproof covering for outdoor
use, and all-terrain tires.
This adapted book truck acts
as a tool for transitioning
materials and resources outside the library. It is not
meant as a portable library
in itself but as an adapted
existing tool for serving the
needs of the community in any
variety of scenarios.

We are accustomed to the library card — our access point
for carrying stacks of books
and magazines and movies outside the library facade. It
has since the beginning relied
on the need for a permanent
address. An address outside
the library that becomes the
library’s extension. But we
know that with climate change
comes displacement and migration, constant and compound.
Adapting the library card
is to use the library card as
an anchoring point. To use the
library as an address — an address for mail, for the recognition of your presence in
a city, for legitimacy, as a
home when homes are lost or
destroyed or abandoned. Before the library card brought
us out of the library space,
now — when we are in need of
those anchors most — the library takes on that need, becomes the home we do not have,
becomes a source of belonging
and welcoming.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY FOR
BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
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Returning to ideas of adaptation and care, public libraries feel especially capable
of both. They exist already
as quietly radical democratic spaces, which have transitioned from housing solely
books to providing extensive
and
significant
additional
services for free.
Community resilience focuses on primarily strengthening
two relationships: the first
is between citizen and government. The second is citizen to
citizen. The library strengthens both.
Public libraries can act as
conduits to our local governments as institutions that are
in themselves largely funded
by a municipality’s government. But they are also not
limited in the way many local
government departments are and
openly embrace and share services by non-government sponsored organizations. In this
way, they build a bridge between citizens and their needs.
Returning to Eric Klinenberg’s
“social
infrastructure,” the library also already
strengthens the connections
between citizens as it exists
as one of the rare remaining
free and public third spaces
for people to gather.

I argue for asserting and
expanding the role of the public library as a platform for
radical community care, as a
way to make a community more
resilient, and as a uniquely positioned resource within
civic institutions. Expanding
the library out of its established infrastructure is not
about replacing the library as
it currently stands. Instead,
it’s about making the role of
the public library more public
facing, revealing that these
services exist and are accessible.
Using the library as an existing institution and infrastructure,
I
prioritize
adaptation, believing that especially as we talk about sustainability within design, we
should and can extend that concept beyond products to institutions and infrastructures.
Climate change is slow and
ongoing, but the library exists as a space that can adapt
and help communities adapt to
this future with more compassion. In this way, the public
library expanded is simultaneously radical and understated:
a subtle shift with potentially
powerful impacts as it begins
to re-imagine societal structures and the role of govern-

Part 3:

WELCOME TO
BEACON
PUBLIC LIBRARY
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A STORM IS COMING

We watched the storm sneak up the east coast, decimating Miami, Myrtle Beach, Virginia Beach, then Atlantic City, Long Island, until finally it was our turn. As
the elders of the neighborhood would say, “When I was in
school, this happened once in a lifetime!” For the millennials, this shifted towards, “When I was in school,
this happened once every five years!” And now it happened
once or twice every August and September, hurricane season started earlier and lasted longer.
In the week leading up, librarians from the Beacon
Public Library placed their public signage (“OPEN STORM
SHELTER” and “ABRIGO ABERTO CONTRA TEMPESTADES” and “REFUGIO DE TORMENTA ABIERTO”) in front of their library and
the adjoining Boys & Girls Club, the Vartan Gregorian
Elementary School across the way, the Portuguese-American Catholic Church down the road, the Baptist Church
a couple blocks away. Fox Point was itself a peninsula,
surrounded on three sides by water, so they made bets on
which parking lots they could use as food distribution
sites later and which areas would flood based on the
projections. If Fox Point was hit hard as a result, the
nearby BPL branches were ready to lend support and so the
librarians were in talks again about using the synagogue,
Brown’s old gymnasium, and Hope High, to lend support.
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LIBRARY AS
COMMUNITY CARE
America was built on racism. This last year has been an awakening for many,
and a reckoning for this country as a whole about its treatment of Black people today, especially by police and law enforcement. During the past year,
there have also been calls to defund and abolish police departments completely, in exchange for more support of social services. Without co-opting
those movements, this body of work argues for a future where we re-imagine how we care for communities. Public libraries are safe, compassionate
spaces which serve a broad swath of people, and are anchored in making
information and safe space accessible to all. They are quietly radical.
Beacon Public Library (BPL) takes everything that makes the library a
deeply special and empathetic institution already, and expands them a
step further to adapt to an uncertain future. This is radical community care
that is visible and adaptable, that goes beyond the bounds of the physical
library building into the streets, the park, the church basements, and the
inbetween spaces. BPL acts as facilitator of this care, supporting Providence residents—new and old—with the information and resources needed to make for a more resilient community. It imagines a future where civic
institutions can lend support to its citizens openly, without judgement or
force. It is a paradigm shift grounded deeply in what libraries already do
and are, but that pushes us to think about the possibilities of our existing
civic institutions and how they can better serve our communities. It is a
proposal that is both deeply optimistic, and rooted in pragmatism. That is
deeply radical, and simultaneously understated.
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BUILDING A
JOURNEY
MAP +
TOUCHPOINTS
Mapping by location and existing spaces, level
of emergency,
opportunities
and events, and
environmental
concerns.
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PARKING
C
PARKING LOT

PARK

PARKING LOT

CHURCH

BO

CHURCH
WICKENDEN
STREET
(COMMERCIAL)

PARK

ELEM
SC

CHURCH

PA

PARKING LOT
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SUPERMARKET
PARKING LOT

PARK/FIELD

PLAYGROUND
PARK
PARKING LOT
IVES STREET
(COMMERCIAL)

PARK /
FIELD

G LOT
COMMUNITY
LIBRARY

OYS & GIRLS
CLUB

MAPPING
FOX POINT
Pinpointing
locations that
would be
relevant to
environmental
scenarios and
recoveries,
and public
gathering
spaces. Essentially, this
covers most
non-residential areas of
the Fox Point
neighborhood
in Providence.
They have
been marked
largely from
memory after
evening walks
in the area.

PLAYGROUND
SENIOR
MENTARY
AFFORDABLE
CHOOL
HOUSING
PARK

ARK

PARKING LOT
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MAPPING
FOX POINT
TAKE #2
Writing design fictions
around these
locations.

BPL initiates Healthcare
Office Hours, setting up a
couple times per week with
volunteers to provide healthcare advice and resources to
new and existing residents.

With uniforms on and cart
parked on the sidewalk, the
BPL librarians stand outside
of the church offering

PARKING
C

resources for new residents:
citizenship
PARKING
LOT

information,

CHURCH

ESL course offerings, and

BO

library cards.

PARK

PARKING LOT

CHURCH

PARK
CHURCH

WICKENDEN
STREET
(COMMERCIAL
STREET)

When the electricity went out

PA

in broad areas of Fox Point,
BPL brought wifi hotspots, portable batteries and chargers,
as well as books to pass the
time. The basement offered more
space for gathering than the
library space.
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ELEM
SC

PARKING LOT

BPL offers temporary mailboxes
for those without permanent

SUPERMARKET
PARKING LOT

addresses. Mailboxes can be
borrowed for three months at
a time and offers people a

PLAYGROUND
necessary

PARK/FIELD

service, especially

for those displaced or without

PARK
permanent residency.
BPL facilitates funding for air

PARKING LOT
IVES STREET
(COMMERCIAL
STREET)

PARK /
FIELD

G LOT
COMMUNITY
LIBRARY

conditioners in classrooms of
the elementary school, opening
them to residents on days of
extreme heat. They bring books,
crafts, and movies to watch,
expanding the limited size of
the library as cooling center.

OYS & GIRLS
CLUB

PLAYGROUND
SENIOR
MENTARY
AFFORDABLE
CHOOL
HOUSING
PARK

ARK

On a sunny spring day in early
May, the librarians organize
children's story time at India
Point Park. Families gather and talk with each other,

PARKING LOT

reading books in multiple
languages.
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GATHERING
VISUAL
INSPIRATION

Historical uniforms, quilting,
war posters, and
pockets by
Bonnie
Cashin.
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UNIFORMS
IN PROGRESS
Produced in
my apartment, experimenting with
what an “athome studio”
can look like.
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WELCOME TO BEACON PUBLIC LIBRARY

An expanded and adapted library for
making communities more
resilient for an uncertain future
ARTIFACTS OF INTERVENTIONS
INCLUDE:

» A librarian's jumpsuit
» A library apron for shifting
library roles
» Public signage for advertising
the library's services in crisis
and non-crisis moments
» An adapted library book cart
for bringing supplies and
books outside the physical
library space
» A library card set that indicates
a library member's role and
offering temporary mailboxes
for residents in flux
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LIBRARIAN’S JUMPSUIT

Worn in public when the librarian
wants to be seen, the jumpsuit
serves as part function and
part public recognition of their
role in civic life.
The jumpsuit acts as an option within a larger collection of librarian uniform pieces. It
offers utility in the form of multiple pockets and loops for anything from notebooks to
charging cables to pens. It is meant to be worn
voluntarily by librarians outside the library,
when their public visibility is most critical.
One librarian I spoke with shared that her
library has an Outreach Librarian who visits
their public schools and elderly homes to drop
off books. We can imagine this uniform would
suit that activity, as well as more extreme
circumstances, like distributing water and wifi
hotspots after a storm.
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JUMPSUIT DETAILS:
» Slots of pens and markers are
easily accessible at the librarian’s hip.
» Reflective material provides
more visible exposure outside,
particularly helpful for more
critical scenarios.

» Side buckles allow the
jumpsuit to be fitted by
the wearer, making it worn
looser or tighter based on
preferences and adaptable
to different bodies.
» A librarian card hangs on
a chain, easily visible for
the public to identify their
role.
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» An attachable brim and
mask can be added
for different weather
conditions.
» Backside of the cape
is reflective material,
well-suited for nighttime
and inclement weather.
» The suit doesn't suit all
weather conditions, but
can be worn in conjunction with other pieces for
added protection.
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» The cape mirrors the
chevron of much of
the library’s branding
efforts, and acts as a
visual marker, seen from
a distance.
» Cape becomes hood by
pulling it upwards and
pulling the front cords
tight.
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LIBRARY APRON

A lower-stakes option for librarians and volunteers
to be visually recognized as associated with
the library and able to offer help. The apron is
also a functional piece, offering its wearer
pockets for frequently used tools.
APRON DETAILS:
» Library ID card slot
lets wearers identify themselves as “Volunteer” or
“Librarian.”
» Silver front pocket fits a
tablet, useful for accessing
web services and the online catalog—a necessary
tool for librarians today.
» Navy front pocket holds
smaller goods, like a small
notebook and pens.
» Side buckles are adjustable.
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» Apron front and back are
reversible, with the inside
made of reflective material.
» In a crisis /recovery scenario, library volunteers
can wear this reverse side
to make them highly visible both inside and outside.
» Paired with the librarians
in their full jumpsuits,
these aproned volunteers
act as vital guideposts,
organizers and facilitators.
They are equipped to serve
in both crisis and non-crisis scenarios, supporting
post-disaster community
recoveries as well as public
social events and gatherings.
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LIBRARY BOOK
CART, ADAPTED

Re-fashioning an
existing standard
library book cart to
be used outside
of the physical library
space and with
extended functions.

CART DETAILS:
» The book cart is ubiquitous
across libraries as a tool
for moving books within
the library. This begins to
adapt it for further uses.

» The cover also acts as branding, like the uniform and other
elements to be visually seen
and recognized as part of the
library system.

» The vinyl cover protects
inside objects from possible inclement weather and
more securely contains
goods inside.

» The cart’s flag can also be
added easily, allowing people
to see it from a distance or in
a crowded room.
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» The cart shelf can be easily added and removed
and provides a surface for
librarians to use—like a
makeshift reference desk if
the library moves outside
its traditional space.
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» The cart in action: being
prepared and covered;
filled with books, technologies, water bottles; in
movement, ready for
service.
PART 3
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BPL BRANDING

Creating public signage to be used for
advertising the library as open space and
directing citizens when the library has
shifted location.

BRANDING DETAILS:
» The question mark symbol is
the US Department of Transportation’s universal “Information” symbol, designed in the
1970s. It can be understood
globally, acknowledging for
people new and old that the
librarians can provide critical
information.
» Other icons explain services
provided by the library, without requiring people read in
English. In Fox Point, there are
public signs in Portuguese,
indicating a significant population of Portuguese speakers.
Use of icons alleviates some
possible language barrier
stress.
» “All are welcome” in Spanish,
Portuguese, English, Khmer,
and Mandarin to acknowledge
popular languages spoken in
Providence and as we head to
an ever-globalized and multinational future.
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» The blue sign is pared down to
be used in more critical scenarios where the library moves
to another space. In this case,
imagine a power outage that
follows a storm. BPL moves to
the church basement to provide residents information and
basic needs, like water and
portable chargers.
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LIBRARY CARD

Building out the library as community anchor point,
a library card with expanded capabilities

LIBRARY CARD DETAILS:
» The library cards also visually
identifies the cardholder as Librarian, Volunteer, or Member
as an easy way to share their
role in the space.
» Temporary library cards can
be acquired by people whose
residence may be in flux due
to homelessness, new arrival
status, displacement, etc.
» Temporary mail boxes can
be borrowed at the library
for those who are without a
permanent mailing address.
So much of settling into a new
place requires a permanent
address. This alleviates some
of the pressure that comes
with that process.
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A MOMENT OF PAUSE
AND REFLECTION
Is design work ever finished? Rather than a conclusion, here is a moment of pause and reflection. This body of work, developed over many
months, often in the quiet of my apartment, was formed and shaped
by an outside world in tumult and transition. The pandemic has shifted
everything, re-orienting me to my sense of place and community, to how
I relate and collaborate with others, and to how I see the world. Making
design work in these circumstances has felt all at once odd, challenging, frivolous, and an absolute privilege. It has made me question the
role of design, and its capacity to address the problems we face. And
the process itself has become a reflective space for investigating what
design can mean for me moving forward and what I believe it can do for
adapting to this uncertain future.
Beacon Public Library is a hopeful imagining of how our world could
look if we let it. And how design can make that imagined world real. It also
argues for a type of design that looks less at a spectrum's extremes, and
instead at the in-betweens. How design can be slight—an expansion or
pivot of an existing and longstanding system—and shift how we relate to
our community and government.
BPL is also a collection of experiments, thoughts, and conversations.
It has unfolded organically, compounded on ideas and instincts, and taken many wrong turns. And with it are a dozen other half-baked ideas to
be mulled over later. The work isn't done, just paused. This book should
therefore feel like a collage, a quilt, a collection of pieces woven together.
Of backwards and forwards and backwards. Of chaos and synthesis and
distillation, clarity and unclarity. Of beginnings.
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